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INTRODUCTION
A long-studied problem in Hamiltonian mechanics is to see whether a
lagrangian of the form
L :
Rn
Zn
_Rn  R, L(Q, Q4 )= 12 |Q4 |
2+h(Q, Q4 )
admits, for some h analytic of arbitrarily small norm, an orbit Q(t) satisfy-
ing
_t1 , t2 # R : |Q4 (t2)&Q4 (t1)| &1.
It is well-known that this is impossible for autonomous systems with less
than two degrees of freedom; in [1], V. I. Arnold has shown that the
lagrangian
L =, +(Q, q, Q4 , q* , t)= 12 |Q4 |
2+ 12 |q* |
2+=[1&sin2(q)]
+=+[1&sin2(q)] } [cos(Q)+cos(t)]
has, for any = # (0, 1] and + small enough, an orbit which moves along the
simple resonance q* =0 and whose Q4 increases by 1 in a finite (but very
large) time.
This raises the following question. Consider two simple resonances: is it
possible to move a distance of order 1 along one of these resonances, arrive
to their intersection, switch to the other resonance and move a finite dis-
tance there? In this paper we show that this is possible at least for the
following lagrangian
L=, +(Q, q, ,, Q4 , q* , ,4 )
= 12 |Q4 |
2+ 12 |q* |
2+ 12 |,4 |
2+=[1&sin2(q)]+=[1&sin2(,)]
&=2+[1&sin2(q)] } [1&sin2(,)] } f (Q, q, ,). (1)
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In the above formula f is a suitably chosen function, ? periodic in Q, q
and ,.
The lagrangian (1), which was introduced in [10], consists in a rotator
L1(Q, Q4 )= 12 |Q4 |
2
two pendulums L2(q) and L2(,), with unstable equilibria in ?2+k?,
k # Z, of equation
L2(x, x* )= 12 |x* |
2+=[1&sin2(x)]
and a coupling among them
+ pert(Q, q, ,)=&=2+[1&sin2(q)] } [1&sin2(,)] } f (Q, q, ,)
which is small if + is small. The resonances we will consider are q* =0 and
,4 =0.
In Corollary 2.3 we prove that, for any = # (0, 1] and + # (0, +0(=)], there
is a trajectory (Q, q, ,) of L=, + and three times t~ 1<t~ 2<t~ 3 such that
Q4 (t~ 1)&1, |q* (t~ 1)|2 - =, 12 |,4 (t~ 1)| 2+=[sin2(,(t~ 1))&1]& 32
{Q4 (t~ 2)&2, |q* (t~ 2)|+|,4 (t~ 2)|3 - =, (2)Q4 (t~ 3)&1, |,4 (t~ 3)|2 - =, 12 |q* (t~ 3)| 2+=[sin2(q(t~ 3))&1]& 32
In other words, on the interval [t~ 1 , t~ 2] , will yield energy to the rotator
Q while q will be close to a sequence of homoclinics of the pendulum; on
[t~ 1 , t~ 2] q will gain energy from Q and , will be close to a sequence of
homoclinics.
Results as (2) are usually proven along the lines of [1], studying
heteroclinic intersections among stable and unstable manifolds of invariant
tori (see for instance [5, 710, 12]); here we find it handier to use a varia-
tional proof, analogous to the one in [4]. Indeed, we will find the orbit
satisfying (1) as a local minimum of the action functional
F(Q, q, ,)=|
T
0
L=, +(Q(t), q(t), ,(t)) dt
after suitably choosing T and the boundary conditions. We remark that, if
+=0, then under fixed boundary conditions F has just one critical point,
its absolute minimum, along which the energies of the pendulums and of
the rotator remain constant; it cannot thus satisfy (2). When +{0 small,
we can make Q, q and , exchange energy among them, using a method
which is derived by the ‘‘barrier’’ of [13] and the ‘‘variational shadowing
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lemma’’ of [14] and [6]. We now sketch this method. First of all we note
that the part of the action functional given by
|
t1
t0
L=, 0(Q(t), q(t), ,(t)) dt
does not depend on the relative phases of Q(t), q(t) and ,(t); for instance
|
t1
t0
L=, 0(Q(t)+Q0 , q(t), ,(t)) dt=|
t1
t0
L=, 0(Q(t), q(t), ,(t)) dt.
Thus, if we want to localize the minimal orbits, we must look at the
integral of the coupling
+ |
t1
t0
pert(Q(t), q(t), ,(t)) dt.
The latter integral is well-known in perturbation theory: when t0=&,
t1=, (Q(t), q(t), ,(t)) is an orbit of L=, 0 with q(t) the homoclinic of the
pendulum, it is known as the Melnikoff function. In particular, the function
f in the perturbation can be defined in such a way that the Melnikoff
integral is minimal if and only if, when q(t )=?, we have (Q(t ),
,(t )) # ?Z_?Z. We now build a ‘‘pseudo-orbit’’ for L=, + in the following
way: we take a sequence of intervals [ti , ti+1] and on each interval we
consider a solution (Qi (t), qi (t), ,i (t)) of L=, 0 ; each (Qi , qi , ,i) joins con-
tinuously with (Qi+1 , qi+1 , ,i+1). On [t0 , t1] we choose Q0 of energy 1,
,0 of energy 32 and q0 moving close to a homoclinic of the unperturbed
pendulum (actually, we will take t1&t0 very big and q0(t0)=?2,
q0(t1)=?). On each of the following intervals, we decrease slightly the
energy of ,i , increase correspondingly that of Qi and let qi move close to
a homoclinic (setting qi (ti)=i?, qi (ti+1)=(i+1) ?), until we arrive to an
interval [t@ , t@ +1] where both q@ and ,@ are close to homoclinics; from this
point on we glue together qi ’s of increasing energy, Qi ’s of decreasing and
,i ’s close to homoclinics. On the last interval, [tn&1, tn], Qn&1 has energy
1 and qn&1 has energy 32. Moreover, we make sure that, if 0i@ , then
(Qi (ti), ,(ti)) is close to a minimum of the Melnikoff function; for i@ +1,
we ask that (Qi (ti), qi (ti)) is close to a minimum of the Melnikoff function.
We apply to this pseudo-orbit the gradient flow of the action functional
with fixed endpoints in t0 , tn . What we are able to show is that
|
tn
t0
L=, 0(Q(t), q(t) ,(t)) dt
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varies very little along the gradient flow, while
+ |
tn
t0
pert(Q(t), q(t) ,(t)) dt
is well approximated by a sum of Melnikoff functions. Let i # (1, ..., @ )
and let us follow the point (Q(ti), ,(ti)) along the gradient flow: we see
that it cannot go too far from the initial position, otherwise the sum of
Melnikoff functions, and thus the action functional, would increase. For
i # (@ +1, ..., n) the same argument applies to (Q(ti), ,(ti)). This shows that
we can find a local minimum close to our pseudo-orbit, which was choosen
exactly to satisfy (2).
A survey of results and open problems about Arnold’s diffusion can be
found in [11].
SECTION 1
We begin setting some notation: if &a<b we denote by
H1([a, b], Rn) the space of absolutely continuous functions which are
square-integrable and have square-integrable derivative, with norm
&u&2=|
b
a
|u| 2+|u* | 2 dt.
We notice that the potential of lagrangian (1) is ?-periodic in all variables;
we can thus take T3 as our configuration space, where
T=
[&?2, ?2]
[&?2, ?2]
.
From the Lagrange equations we see that, for any =, + # R, L=, + admits two
families of invariant tori, namely
{
q=\
?
2
{
,=\
?
2
q* =0 ,4 =0
Q4 =| Q4 =|
1
2 |,4 |
2+=[sin2(,)&1]=h 12 |q* |
2+=[sin2(q)&1]=h.
These two families are parametrized by (|, h) and belong to the energy
surface E= 12|
2+h.
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We recall that for =>0 the pendulum of lagrangian 12 |q* |
2+=[1&sin2(q)]
has a homoclinic of the form
q0(t)=&
?
2
+2 arctg(e- 2=t), q* 0(t)=
- 2=
cosh(- 2= t)
(1.1)
and that the equation of its orbit qh of energy h>0 and such that q* h>0,
qh(0)=0 is
sin(qh(t))=snk(- 2(h+=) t), k= ==+h (1.2)
where snk is the Jacobi function associated to the elliptic integral
|
,
0
ds
- 1&k2 sin2(s)
.
In the following, k will always be defined as in (1.2).
Given f # C(T3, R), we define the Melnikoff function M= as
M=(|, h, t0 , Q0 , ,0)=&=2 |
R
[1&sin2(q0(t&t0))] } [1&sin2(qh(t&t1))]
} f (|(t&t0)+Q0 , q0(t&t0), qh(t&t1)) dt
where q0 , qh are given by (1.1), (1.2) respectively and t1 is choosen in such
a way that qh(t0&t1)=,0 . The Melnikoff function can be seen as the
integral of the perturbation along a homoclinic of L=, 0 to the invariant
torus of energy 12|
2+h. It is clear that
M=(|, h, t0 , Q0 , ,0)=M=(|, h, 0, Q0 , ,0)
and that, since f is ?-periodic in all variables,
\(k1 , k2) # Z2 M=(|, h, 0, Q0+k1?, ,0+k2?)=M=(|, h, 0, Q0 , ,0).
As we saw in the introduction, we must define f is such a way that
M=(|, h, t0 , Q0 , ,0) has, as a function of (Q0 , ,0), a local minimum in
(0, 0) and thus, by periodicity, in all the points of ?Z2. Actually, the
property of M= we will need is slightly weaker and is expressed by
Lemma 1.1.
Given : # (0, 1], we consider a real analytic function f: with the follow-
ing properties:
(1) f: is ?-periodic;
(2) 0f:(x)1 \x # R;
(3) f:(x)1&: if d(x, Z?):, f:(x):2 if d(x, Z?)2:.
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Lemma 1.1. Let f: be defined as above, let = # (0, 1] and let
f (Q, q, ,)= f:(q) f:(,) f:(Q).
Then for any $ # (0, 1] small enough there are #, :>0 (depending on $) such
that
\| # [1, 2], \h # [0, 32],
inf[M=(|, h, 0, Q0 , ,0) : (Q0 , ,0) # ([&$, $]_[&$, $])]
&M=(|, h, 0, 0, 0)#. (1.3)
Proof. We have that
&M=(|, h, 0, 0, 0)
==2|
R
[1&sin2(q0(t))] } [1&sin2(qh(t))] } f:(q0(t)) } f:(qh(t)) } f:(|t) dt.
It is easy to see that
|q0(t)|, |qh(t)|, ||t|: and
f:(q0(t)) f:(qh(t)) f:(|t)(1&:)3 for |t| 14:.
For : small enough, the last two formulae imply
&M=(|, h, 0, 0, 0)=2 |
|t|(14) :
1
2
(1&:)3 dt=2
:
16
. (1.4)
On the other side, if |qh(t1)|=$, |Q0 |$, we have that, for : small enough,
0f:(q0(t)) f:(qh(t&t1)):2 \t
implying
&M=(|, h, 0, Q0 , qh(t1)):2=2 |
R
[1&sin2(q0(t))] dt.
Thus we have
&M=(|, h, 0, Q0 , ,0):2A3 if |,0 |=$, |Q0 |$. (1.5)
Analogously, if |qh(t1)|$, |Q0 |=$ we have
0f:(q0(t)) f:(|t+Q0):2 \t
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and thus
&M=(|, h, 0, Q0 , ,0):2A3 if |,0 |$, |Q0 |=$. (1.6)
The thesis now: follows (1.4), (1.5) and (1.6). K
The property we will need is (1.3) for some fixed ($, #, :); we are thus
going to choose a triple ($, #, :) such that (1.3) holds and we will keep it
fixed throughout the paper.
From now on, we will consider our orbits (Q(t), q(t), ,(t)) as living in
R3, the universal covering space of T3; we will say that (Q(t), q(t), ,(t))
minimizes t1t0 L=, +dt if
|
t1
t0
L=, + dt
is minimal among all orbits in H1([t0 , t1], R3) with the same boundary
conditions as (Q(t), q(t), ,(t)).
We set
pert(Q, q, ,)=&=2[1&sin2(q)] } [1&sin2(,)] } f (Q, q, ,).
We now want to show that, if (Q(t), q(t), ,(t)) is an orbit of L=, + minimal
in [t0 , t1] and with certain boundary conditions (these boundary condi-
tions will imply that the energy of Q and , is in a suitable range and that
q is close to a homoclinic), then
|
t1
t0
pert(Q(t), q(t), ,(t)) dt
is well approximated by the Melnikoff function. This is done in the next
lemma, which also holds for functions resulting from glueing together two
minimal orbits, provided their energies are not too far.
Lemma 1.2. Let = # (0, 1], + >0, |0 , |1 # [1, 2], h0 , h1 # [0, 32] and
||1&|0 |+|h1&h0 |- + .
Let +0 , +1 # [0, + ]. Let (Q, q, ,) minimize t1t0 L=, +0 dt under boundary condi-
tions
{
Q(t0)=Q0
{
Q(t1)=Q1
q(t0)=&? q(t1)=0
,(t0)=, 0(t0) ,(t1)=, 0(t1)
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where
Q1&Q0
t1&t0
=|0
and , 0 is a solution of the unperturbed pendulum, of positive speed and
energy h0 .
Let (Q, q, ,) also minimize t2t1 L=, +1 dt under boundary conditions
{
Q(t1)=Q1
{
Q(t2)=Q2
q(t1)=0 q(t2)=?
,(t1)=, 0(t1)=, 1(t1) ,(t2)=, 1(t2)
where
Q2&Q1
t2&t1
=|1
and , 1 is a solution of the unperturbed pendulum, of positive speed, and
energy h1 and such that , 1(t1)=, 0(t1). Moreover, let
ti+1&ti
1
+
for i=1, 2
Then, if + is small enough, for any ’1<t1<’2 satisfying q(’1)=&?2,
q(’2)=?2, we have that
} |
’2
’1
pert(Q, q, ,) dt&M=(|0 , h0 , t1 , Q1 , , 0(t1)) } #64 .
The lemma also holds under the hypothesis q(t0)=&?2, or q(t2)=?2.
Proof. Let (Q, q, ,) be an orbit satisfying the hypotheses of the lemma.
We are going to show that, if + is small enough, then (Q, q, ,) | [’1, ’2] is
close to the solution of L=, 0 on which M= is calculated. We begin by
analyzing the behaviour of q. In the course of the proof, the Ci will denote
constants independent on +.
Since (Q, q, ,) minimizes ti+1ti L=, +i dt we have, for i=0, 1
|
ti+1
ti
L=, 0(Q, q, ,) dt++i |
ti+1
ti
pert(Q, q, ,) dt
|
ti+1
ti
L=, 0(|i (t&t1)+Q1 , q~ i , , i) dt
++i |
ti+1
ti
pert(|i (t&t1)+Q1 , q~ i , , i) dt (1.7)
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where q~ i is the solution of the unperturbed pendulum such that
q~ i (ti)=(i&1) ? and q~ i (ti+1)=i? and , i is the same as in the hypotheses.
Since (|i (t&t1)+Q1 , , i) is a minimizer for
|
ti+1
ti
[ 12 |Q4 |
2+ 12 |,4 |
2+=[1&sin2(,)]] dt
substituting it into the left handside of (1.7) we get
|
ti+1
ti
1
2 |q* |
2+=[1&sin2(q)] dt++i |
ti+1
ti
pert(Q, q, ,) dt
|
ti+1
ti
1
2 |q~* i
2|+=[1&sin2(q~ i)] dt
++i |
tt+1
ti
pert(|i (t&t1)+Q1 , q~ i , , i) dt. (1.8)
It is easy to see that the term on the right in the previous formula is
bounded as +  0; we thus have
|
ti+1
ti
1
2 |q* |
2+=[1&sin2(q)] dt++i |
ti+1
ti
pert(Q, q, ,) dtC1 . (1.9)
We need to introduce the space H1(R, T); to do this we embed T into
R2 in such a way that \?2 go to 0, and define H 1(R, T) as the set of cur-
ves in H1(R, R2) taking values on T. If u # T is thought of as an element
of R2, we have that |pert(Q, u, ,)|C2 |u| 2 and thus, for + small enough,
|
ti+1
ti
1
2 |u* |
2+=[1&sin2(u)] dt++i |
ti+1
ti
pert(Q, u, ,) dt
C3 |
ti+1
ti
|u| 2+|u* | 2 dt
which by (1.9) implies
|
ti+1
ti
|q* | 2+|q| 2 dtC4 (1.10)
where q(t) is considered as an element of R2. From (1.10) we get
} |
ti+1
ti
pert(Q, q, ,) dt }C5 (1.11)
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that implies by (1.8) and the minimality of q~ i for the pendulum lagrangian
} |
ti+1
ti
1
2 |q* |
2+=[1&sin2(q)] dt&|
ti+1
ti
1
2 |q~* i |
2+=[1&sin2(q~ i)] dt }C6 + .
(1.12)
It is easy to see that
:
1
i=0
|
ti+1
ti
1
2 |q~* i |
2+=[1&sin2(q~ i)] dt
converges, as +  0, to the infimum of the pendulum action for the orbits
turning twice around T; (1.12) thus implies that q is, as +  0, a minimiz-
ing sequence for the pendulum lagrangian in the class of orbits turning
twice around T. Each of the two turns of q must thus be minimizing in the
class of orbits turning once around T. If we define q’1, ’2 as q on [’1 , ’2]
and \?2 outside, we thus have that q’1, ’2 is, as +  0, a minimizing
sequence for the pendulum lagrangian in the class of orbits turning once
around T. Since q’1, ’2(t1)=0, it follows by standard arguments (see for
instance [3]) that
q’1, ’2  q0(t&t1) in H
1(R, T) as +  0 (1.13)
where q0 is defined by (1.1).
We are now going to see that Q is close to a straight line of frequency
|. In the same way we got (1.12) we get that
} |
ti+1
ti
1
2 |Q4 |
2 dt& 12
|Qi+1&Qi | 2
ti+1&ti }C6+ . (1.14)
Let us suppose that, for some t # [ti , ti+1] and a # (0, 1],
}Q4 (t )&Qi+1&Qiti+1&ti }2a.
By the EulerLagrange equation this implies that
\t # _t &C7 a+ , t +C7
a
+ && [ti , ti+1], }Q4 (t)&
Qi+1&Qi
ti+1&ti }a.
Since ti+1&ti1+ , from the last formula and (1.14) we get
C6+ |
ti+1
ti
1
2 }Q4 &Qi+1&Qiti+1&ti }
2
dtmin(C7a, 1)
1
+
a2
2
.
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Thus for + small enough we have a32(C6 C7) + 2 which implies
\t # [ti , ti+1] }Q4 (t)&Qi+1&Qiti+1&ti }C8+ 23. (1.15)
The above estimate can be sharpened: indeed, from the EulerLagrange
equation we see that
d
dt \
1
2
|Q4 (t)| 2+=&=2+[1&sin2(q)][1&sin2(,)] Qf (Q, q, ,) Q4
which implies by (1.10) and (1.15) that
\t <t # [ti , ti+1], | 12 |Q4 (t )|
2& 12 |Q4 (t )|
2 |
=2+ } |
t
t
[1&sin2(q)] } [1&sin2(,)] } Q f (Q, q, ,) } Q4 dt }C9 + .
By the boundary conditions on Q the last formula implies
\t # [ti , ti+1] |Q4 (t)&|i |C9 + . (1.16)
Since Q(t1)=Q1 , the last formula and the fact that ||0&|1 |- + imply
that, given R>0, we have
\t # [t1&R, t1+R], |Q(t)&|0(t&t1)&Q1 |(C9+1) R - + . (1.17)
We are now going to show that , is close to a solution of the pendulum
equation of energy h0 . We set
h(t)= 12 |q* (t)|
2+=[sin2(q(t))&1].
We have
h4 (t)=&=2+[1&sin2(,(t))] f:(,(t)) f:(Q(t))
} [&sin(2q(t)) f:(q)+[1&sin2(q(t))] f $:(q)] q* (t).
Thus we get that
\t <t # [ti , ti+1],
|h(t )&h(t )||
t
t
|h4 (t)| dt
=2+ |
t
t
C10[[1&sin2(q(t))]+|sin(2q)|] |q* | dt.
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The last formula, together with (1.10) and the Holder inequality yields
\t <t # [ti , ti+1], |h(t )&h(t )|C11+
which, together with the boundary conditions for q and possibly increasing
C11 implies
\t # [ti , ti+1], |h(t)|C11 + . (1.18)
Thus by the last formula and (1.16), we get that
\t <t # [ti , ti+1], | 12 |Q4 (t )|
2+h(t )& 12 |Q4 (t )|
2&h(t ) |C12+ .
The last formula and the preservation of total energy imply
\t <t # [ti , ti+1],
| 12 |,4 (t )|
2+=[sin2(,(t ))&1]& 12 |,4 (t )|
2&=[sin2(,(t ))&1]|C13+ .
Since , covers the distance , (ti+1)&, (ti) in the time ti+1&ti , the last
inequality implies
\t # [ti+1, ti] | 12 |,4 (t)|
2+=[sin2(,(t))&1]&hi |C13+ . (1.19)
The last formula easily implies that
lim
t  ti\
,4 (t)>0, lim
t  ti\
q* (t)>0. (1.20)
By an argument of elementary mechanics, the last two formulas imply that,
given R>0,
&,&, 0&L(t1&R, t1+R)  0 as +  0. (1.21)
Now (1.13), (1.17) and (1.21) imply that, if q0 is as in (1.1) and , 0 as in
the hypotheses of the lemma,
} |
’2
’1
pert(Q, q, ,) dt&|
R
pert(|0(t&t1)+Q1 , q0(t&t1), , 0(t)) dt } 0
for +  0
which is the thesis. K
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We note that, since f (Q, q, ,)= f (Q, ,, q),
M=(|, h, t1 , Q1 , qh(t1&t2))
=|
R
pert(|(t&t1)+Q1 , q0(t&t1), qh(t&t2)) dt
=|
R
pert(|(t&t1)+Q1 , qh(t&t2), q0(t&t1)) dt.
When (Q, q, ,) is minimal for L=, + and both q and , are close to an
homoclinic of the pendulum, we have the following lemma; its proof, being
analogous to the proof of Lemma 1.2, we omit.
Lemma 1.3. Let = # (0, 1], + >0, |0 , |1 , h1 such that
||0&2|- + , ||1&2|- + , 0h1- + .
Let +0 , +1 # [0, + ] and let (Q, q, ,) minimize t1t0 L=, +0dt under boundary con-
ditions
{
Q(t0)=Q0
{
Q(t1)=Q1
q(t0)=&? q(t1)=a1
,(t0)=a0 ,(t1)=0
with
Q1&Q0
t1&t0
=|0 , |a0+?|$, |a1 |$.
Let (Q, q, ,) also minimize t2t1 L=, +1dt under boundary conditions
{
Q(t1)=Q1
{
Q(t2)=Q2
q(t1)=a1=, 1(t1) q(t2)=a2=, 1(t2)
,(t1)=0 ,(t2)=?
where
Q2&Q1
t2&t1
=|1
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and , 1 is an orbit of the pendulum of positive speed and energy h1 . Moreover,
let ’1<t1<’2 be such that q(’1)=&?2, ,(’2)=?2 and let
ti+1&ti
1
+
for i=1, 2.
Then, if + is small enough, we have
} |
’2
’1
pert(Q, q, ,) dt&M=(2, 0, t1 , Q1 , a1) } #64 .
SECTION 2
In this section we are going to choose the ‘‘pseudo-orbit’’ for L=, + of
which we spoke in the introduction. In Theorem 2.2 we will show that this
pseudo-orbit is shadowed by a local minimum of the action functional, and
thus by a solution of the EulerLagrange equation. This solution is going
to have all the properties stated in the introduction.
We need a preliminary lemma. We consider the following two couples of
boundary-value problems
{
, i=&= sin(2,i)
,i (ti)=ai i=0, 1
,i (ti+1)=ai+1
{
, i=&= sin(2, i)
, i (ti)=a i i=0, 1
, i (ti+1)=a i+1
with a0=a 0 and a2=a 2 .
Lemma 2.1. Let ,i , , i be defined as above. Let :>0 and let
| 12 |,4 0 |
2+=[sin2(,0)&1]& 12 |,4 1 |
2&=[sin2(,1)&1]|:
1
2 |,4 0 |
2+=[sin2(,0)&1] # [0, 32]
ti+1&ti
1
:
a 0&
?
2
, a 2
?
2
, |a1 |, |a 1 |$.
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Then, if : is small enough,
} :
1
i=0
|
ti+1
ti
1
2 |,4 i |
2+=[1&sin2(,i)] dt
& :
1
i=0
|
ti+1
ti
1
2 |,4 i |
2+=[1&sin2(, i)] dt }A:.
Proof. The proof consists in a simple computation. We set
hi= 12 |,4 i |
2+=[sin2(, i)&1] V(x)==[sin2(x)&1].
It follows by our hypotheses on a i that hi0. We have that
L(a 1) := :
1
i=0
|
ti+1
ti
1
2 |,4 i |
2&V(, (t)) dt
= :
1
i=0
|
a i+1
a i
hi&2V(x)
- 2(hi&V(x))
dx
= :
1
i=0 _|
a i+1
a i
- 2(hi&V(x)) dx&hi (ti+1&ti)&.
From the last formula we get
dL(a 1)
da 1
=- 2(h0&V(a 1))&- 2(h1&V(a 1)).
It is easy to see that
|- 2(h0&V(a 1))&- 2(h1&V(a 1))|B:.
The last two formulas yield the thesis. K
To build the transition chain, we consider 0<++ with + as in Lemmas
1.2 and 1.3; we take
T=
1
+2
(2.1)
and define
@ =sup[i # N : 2& 12 (1+i+
2)20]+1.
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For 0i@ &1 we set
|i=1+i+2, hi=2& 12 (|i)
2.
We set
|@ =2, h@ =0
and, for @ +1 j2@ , we set
|j=|2@ & j , hj=h2@ & j .
Heuristically, |i will be the speed of the rotator, hi the energy of one of
the pendulums; as we see from the above formulas, the energy exchange is
very slow. We now define the ‘‘pseudo orbit’’ of the introduction.
We build a sequence of points [(Q i , a~ i , z~ i)]2@ +1i=0 inductively as follows.
We set (Q 0 , a~ 0 , z~ 0)=(0, ?2, ?2). For any 0i2@ +1 we define Q i to be
one of the points of ?Z closest to Q i&1+|i&1T. For i@ , we take a~ i to
be one of the points of ?Z closest to ,(T ), where , is the solution of the
pendulum of positive speed, energy hi&1 and such that ,(0)=a~ i&1 ; we take
z~ i=i?. For i=@ +1, we take (a~ i , z~ i)=(z~ i&1+?, a~ i&1+?). For @ +2
i2@ , we take a~ i to be one of the points of ?Z closest to ,(T ), the solution
of the pendulum of positive speed, energy hi&1 and such that ,(0)=a~ i&1;
we take z~ i=z~ i&1+?. For i=2@ +1, we take a~ i to be one of the points of
?Z closest to ,(T ), the solution of the pendulum of positive speed, energy
hi&1 and such that ,(0)=a~ i&1; we take z~ i=z~ i&1+?2.
What we have done above can be described intuitively as follows: we
have built a ‘‘pseudo-orbit’’ on the first half of which Q4 passes from 1 to
2, the energy of , from 32 to 0 and q moves along a sequence of homoclinics
of the pendulum; on the second half, Q4 passes from 2 to 1, the energy of
q from 0 to 32 and , moves along a sequence of homoclinics of the
pendulum. Roughly speaking, for a suitable sequence of times [ti],
(Q i , a~ i , z~ i) keeps trace of the position of (Q, q, ,) at the times ti for
0i@ , and of (Q, ,, q) at ti if @ +1i2@ +1. For i # (1, ..., 2@ ) we set
Bi=[Q i&$, Q i+$]_[a~ i&$, a~ i+$].
We also set
X=\0, ?2 , 0+_\‘
2@
i=1
(Bi_R)+_(Q 2@ +1 , a~ 2@ +1, (2@ +1) T )
(2.2)
Y=[[(Qi , ai , ti)]2@ +1i=0 # X : ti<ti+1\i].
Our main theorem is the following one.
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Theorem 2.2. Let = # (0, 1], let Y be given by (2.2) and let +>0 be
small. Then there is a solution (Q, q, ,) of L=, + and a sequence of times
[ti] i=2@ +1i=0 such that, if
ai={,(ti)q(ti)
if 0i@
if @ +1i2@ +1
then
[(Q(ti), ai , ti)]2@ +1i=0 # Y, z~ i={q(ti),(ti)
if 0i@
if @ +1i2@ +1.
We also have that, for some D>0 independent on +,
|ti+1&ti&T |DT+ \i (2.3)
and that, for some D (+) tending to 0 as +  0,
|(ti&ti&1)&(ti+1&ti)|D (+) T+ \i. (2.4)
Moreover, (Q, q, ,) minimizes the action functional on each interval
[ti+1 , ti].
Before proving the theorem, we will prove the following corollary.
Corollary 2.3. If = # (0, 1] and +>0 is small enough, then there is a
solution (Q, q, ,) of L=, + and t~ 1<t~ 2<t~ 3 # R such that
{
Q4 (t~ 1)&1, |q* (t~ 1)|2 - =, 12 |,4 (t~ 1)|2+=[sin2(,(t~ 1))&1]& 32
Q4 (t~ 1)&2, |q* (t~ 2)|+|,4 (t~ 1)|3 - =,
Q4 (t~ 3)&1, |,4 (t~ 3)|2 - =, 12 |q* (t~ 3)| 2++=[sin2(q(t~ 3))&1]& 32 .
Proof. We are going to prove that the solution (Q, q, ,) given by
Theorem 2.2 satisfies the thesis of the corollary. We know that (Q, q, ,)
minimizes t1t0 L=, +dt and, by (2.3), (2.2) and (2.1), that
t1&t0
1
+
, }Q1&Q0t1&t0 &2 }C14+, }
3
2
&h 0 }C14+.
In the above formula, h 0 is the energy of the solution of the unperturbed
pendulum going from a0 to a1 in time t1&t0 . We know by Theorem 2.2
that
q(t0)=
?
2
, q(t1)=?.
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From the last two formulas we see that, on [t0 , t1], (Q, q, ,) satisfies the
hypotheses of Lemma 1.2. Thus by (1.16), (1.18) and (1.19) we get that,
\t # [t0 , t1],
|q* (t)|2 - =, } 12 |,4 (t)| 2+=[sin2(,(t))&1]&h 0 }C13+
}Q4 (t)&Q1&Q0t1&t0 }C9+.
The last formula implies that any t~ 1 # [t0 , t1] is going to satisfy the thesis
of the lemma. To find t~ 2 and t~ 3 , we repeat this same argument on [t@ &1 , t@ ]
and [t2@ , t2@ +1] respectively. K
Proof of Theorem 2.2. We define the following functional
F : Y  R
F((Q0 , a0 , t0), ..., (Q2@ +1 , a2@ +1 , t2@ +1))
= :
@ &1
i=0
min {|
ti+1
ti
L=, +(Q, q, ,) dt : Q(tj)=Qj , q(tj)=z~ j , ,(tj)=aj
for j=i, i+1=
+min {|
t@ +1
t@
L=, +(Q, q, ,) dt : Q(t@ )=Q@ , Q(t@ +1)=Q@ +1, q(t@ )=z~ @ ,
q(t@ +1)=a@ +1, ,(t@ )=a@ , ,(t@ +1)=z~ @ +1=
+ :
2@
i=@ +1
min {|
ti+1
ti
L=, +(Q, q, ,) dt : Q(tj)=Qj , q(tj)=aj , ,(tj)=z~ j
for j=i, i+1=.
All of the above minima are intended in the function space H1; standard
arguments in the calculus of variations show that they are attained, though
possibly they are not unique. It is a well-known fact that F is continuous
(actually, locally Lipschitz) in Y.
It is easy to see that, if L=[(Qi , ai , ti)] # Y and if for some i we have
|ti+1&ti |  0, (to fix ideas we suppose i # (0, ..., @ &1)), then
min{|
ti+1
ti
L=, +(Q, q, ,) dt : Q(tj)=Qj , q(tj)=z~ j , ,(tj)=aj
for j=i, i+1= 
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and thus F(L)  . From the above fact and the continuity of F we
gather that F has compact sublevels and thus an absolute minimum
M # Y. We also note that we can associate to any P # Y a function
(QP , qP , ,P) # H1([0, (2@ +1) T], R3) obtained glueing together the min-
ima in the definition of F.
The proof of the theorem consists in three observations on the behaviour
of F at its minimum M.
Observation 1. Let M=[(Qi , ai , ti)]. We assert that (2.3) and (2.4) hold.
The reason we need (2.3) is that it allows us to apply Lemma 1.2 and
thus to use the Melnikoff function; (2.4) will come handy in the third
observation when we will have to estimate the unperturbed part of the
functional.
We note that, since (QM , qM , ,M) is obtained glueing together minima
of the action functional, it satisfies the EulerLagrange equation except
possibly at the times ti , where (Q4 M , q* M , ,4 M) can present discontinuities.
However, the minimality of M and the fact that the ti can vary freely
imply through standard arguments of the calculus of variations that
1
2 |Q4 M |
2+ 12 |q* M |
2+ 12 |,4 M |
2 is continuous even at ti . Thus the energy is a
continuous function of time and, being constant on each interval (ti , ti+1),
is constant; we have
1
2 |Q4 M |
2+ 12 |q* M |
2+ 12 |,4 M |
2+=[sin2(qM)+sin2(,M)&2]
&+ } pert(QM , qM , ,M)#E. (2.5)
Since t0=0 and t2@ +1=(2@ +1)T, there must be some i such that
ti+1&tiT; to fix ideas, let us suppose i # (0, ..., @ &1). Since ti+1&tiT,
we see that the arguments of Lemma 1.2 leading to (1.16), (1.18) and (1.19)
hold; the only different point from Lemma 1.2 being that, since we do not
have an upper bound on ti+1&ti , (Qi+1&Qi)(ti+1&ti) now can belong
to (0.1]. However, (1.16), (1.18) and (1.19) still apply and we get
} 12 |Q4 M | 2+
1
2
|q* M | 2+
1
2
|,4 M | 2+=[sin2(qM)+sin2(,M)&2]
&
1
2 }
Qi&1&Qi
ti+1&ti }
2
&ki }C15+ (2.6)
where ki is the energy of the solution of the pendulum going from ai to
ai+1 in time ti+1&ti . The last formula and (2.5) imply that
}E&12 }
Qi+1&Qi
ti+1&ti }
2
&ki }(C15+1) +. (2.7)
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Since ti+1&tiT, we have by (2.7) and our choice of Qi , Qi+1 , ai and
ai+1 that
E2+C16+. (2.8)
We now assert that
ti+1&ti
T
>
1
4
\i. (2.9)
Indeed, if for some i
ti+1&ti
T

1
4
then by the position of Qi and Qi+1 and the Lagrange principle there must
be t # (ti , ti+1) such that
Q4 M(t)4&16?+2.
But this implies
1
2 |Q4 M |
2+ 12 |q* M |
2+ 12 |,4 M |
2+=[sin2(qM)+sin2(,M)&2]
&+ } pert(QM , qM , ,M)8&2=&C17+
contradicting (2.8).
It is easy to see that the arguments of Lemma 1.2 apply if (2.9) holds;
then (1.16), (1.18) and (1.19) imply that (2.7) holds for every i. There must
be some i such that ti+1&tiT; by the same arguments which implied
(2.8) we get
E2&C16+. (2.10)
Let us consider i # (1, ..., @ &1). From (2.7), (2.8) and (2.10) we get that
}12 }
Qi+1&Qi
ti+1&ti }
2
+ki&2}(C16+C15+1) +.
The last formula implies by our choice of Qi , Qi+1 , ai and ai+1 that
}ti+1&tiT &1}D+.
By the same arguments the last formula holds also if i # (@ , ..., 2@ ) and (2.3)
follows.
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We are now going to prove (2.4). We consider
|
ti+1
ti&1
L=, +(QM , qM , ,M) dt=|
ti+1
ti&1
L=, +(QM , qM , ,M) dt
++ |
ti+1
ti&1
pert(QM , qM , ,M) dt.
By (2.3) we have that, if + is small enough, Lemma 1.2 applies; as a conse-
quence we have that, if we keep ti&1 and ti+1 fixed,
|
ti+1
ti&1
pert(QM , qM , ,M) dt=const+ f (ti , Qi , ai)
with | f (ti , Qi , ai)|  0 as +  0. Lemma 1 of [2] now implies (2.4) directly.
Observation 2. We assert that, if M is a minimum of F in the interior
of Y and + is small enough, then (QM , qM , ,M) is solution of the
EulerLagrange equation.
To show this, it suffices to show that (QM , qM , ,M) is a local minimum
of
g : H  R
where
H={(Q, q, ,) # H1([0, t2@ +1], R3) :
(Q(0), q(0), ,(0))=\0, ?2 ,
?
2+, (Q(t2@ +1), q(t2@ +1), ,(t2@ +1))
=(Q 2@ +1 , a~ 2@ +1 , z~ 2@ +1)=
and g is defined by
g(Q, q, ,)=|
(2@ +1) T
0
L=, +(Q, q, ,) dt.
For i # (0, ..., 2@ +1) we define the functions
{i : H  R
by
{
inf[t : q(t)=z~ i] for 0i@
{i (Q, q, ,)= inf[t : ,(t)=z~ i] for @ +1i2@
(2@ +1) T for i=2@ +1.
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Lemma 1.2 now applies by observation 1; from formulas (1.18) and (1.20)
we deduce that
{
\i # (1, ..., @ ) lim
t  ti\
q* M(t)>0, qM(t){z~ i if t{ti
(2.11)
\i # (@ +1, ..., 2@ ) lim
t  ti\
,4 M(t)>0, ,M(t){z~ i if t{ti .
The last formula implies the continuity of all functions {i in the point
(QM , qM , ,M). Thus the function
G : H  R3(2@ +1)
G(Q, q, ,)={(Q({i (Q, q, ,)), ,({i (Q, q, ,)), {i (Q, q, ,)) if 0i@(Q({i (Q, q, ,)), q({i (Q, q, ,)), {i (Q, q, ,)) if i+1 i2@ +1
is continuous in (QM , qM , ,M); as a consequence of (2.11) we also have
that G(QM , qM , ,M)=M. Since M # int(Y) by hypothesis, G is Y-valued in
a neighbourhood V of (QM , qM , ,M). Let (Q, q, ,) # V; since F is the sum
of minima of the action functional we have that
g(Q, q, ,)F(G(Q, q, ,)).
On the other side, since G(Q, q, ,) # Y and M is minimal in Y, we get
F(G(Q, q, ,))F(M)= g(QM , qM , ,M).
The last two formulas show that (QM , qM , ,M) is a local minimum of g
and thus a solution of the EulerLagrange equation.
Observation 3. In this final observation we are going to show that
M # int(Y), which implies the thesis by observation 2.
Let us suppose by contradiction that M=[(Qi , ai , ti)] # Y; we will
build a point N # Y such that
F(N)<F(M)
contradicting the minimality of M.
By the remarks at the beginning of the proof, for no i we can have
ti+1=ti ; thus there is j # (1, ..., 2@ ) such that
(Qj , aj) # Bj . (2.12)
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In the proof we will deal with the case j # (1, ..., @ ); if j # (@ +1, ..., 2@ ) the
same arguments work, provided we swap q and ,. We define
N=[(Q i , a i , ti)] # Y by
(Q i , a i , ti)={(Qi , ai , ti) if i{j(Q i , a~ i , ti) if i= j.
We consider the function
(Q (t), q (t), , (t))=
\(Q j&1+Q j&Q j&1tj&tj&1 (t&tj&1), q0(t), ,0(t)+
if t # [tj&1 , tj]
\Q j+Q j+1&Q jtj+1&tj (t&tj), q1(t), ,1(t)+
if t # [tj , tj+1]
(QM , qM , ,M) if t  [tj&1, tj+1].
The ,k and qk of the above formula are defined in the following way: if
j@ &1 they solve, for k=0, 1
, k=&= sin(2,k) q k=&= sin(2qk)
{,k(tj+k&1)=a j+k&1 {qk(tj+k&1)=z~ j+k&1,k(tj+k)=a j+k qk(tj+k)=z~ j+k
while, if j=@ , they solve
, 0=&= sin(2,0) , 1=&= sin(2,1)
{,0(t@ &1)=a @ &1 {,1(t@ )=a @,0(t@ )=a @ ,1(t@ +1)=z~ @ +1
q 0=&= sin(2q0) q 1=&= sin(2q1)
{qk(t@ &1)=z~ @ &1 {qk(t@ )=z~ @qk(t@ )=z~ @ qk(t@ +1)=a @ +1
With this definition, we get that (Q (t), q (t), , (t)) satisfies
Q i=Q (ti), a i={,
 (ti)
q (ti)
if 0i@
if @ +1i2@ +1.
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By the above formula and the definition of F we have that
F(N)|
t2@ +1
0
L=, +(Q , q , , ) dt.
Since (QM , qM , ,M) is obtained glueing together the minima in the defini-
tion of F, we have
F(M)=|
t2@ +1
0
L=, +(QM , qM , ,M) dt.
Since (QM , qM , ,M), and (Q , q , , ) coincide outside [tj&1 , tj+1], we have
F(M)&F(N)|
t2@ +1
0
L=, +(QM , qM , ,M) dt&|
t2@ +1
0
L=, +(Q , q , , ) dt
=|
tj+1
tj&1
[L=, 0(QM , qM , ,M)&L=, 0(Q , q , , )] dt
++ |
tj+1
tj&1
[pert(QM , qM , ,M)&pert(Q , q , , )] dt.
If (Q M , q M , , M) denotes the minimal orbit for L=, 0 under the same boundary
conditions as (QM , qM , ,M) on tj&1 , tj and tj+1, we have from the last formula
F(M)&F(N)|
tj+1
tj&1
( 12 |Q4 M |
2& 12 |Q4 |
2) dt
+|
tj+1
tj&1
[ 12 |q* M |
2+ 12 |,4 M |
2+=[2&sin2(q M)&sin2(, M)]
& 12 |q* |
2& 12 |,4 |
2&=[2&sin2(q )&sin2(, )]] dt
++|
tj+1
tj&1
pert(QM , qM , ,M) dt&+ |
tj+1
tj&1
pert(Q , q , , ) dt.
Since q M and q are solutions of the unperturbed pendulum assuming the
same values in tj&1 , tj and tj+1 , they coincide and we have
F(M)&F(N)
|
tj+1
tj&1
( 12 |Q4 M |
2& 12 |Q4 |
2) dt
+|
tj+1
tj&1
[ 12 |,4 M |
2+=[1&sin2(, M)]& 12 |,4 |
2&=[1&sin2(, )]] dt
++ |
tj+1
tj&1
pert(QM , qM , ,M) dt&+ |
tj+1
tj&1
pert(Q , q , , ) dt. (2.13)
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Formula (2.4) and an easy computation show that, if + is small enough,
|
tj+1
tj&1 \
1
2
|Q4 M | 2&
1
2
|Q4 |2+ dt& #16 +. (2.14)
We note that , M(tl)=, (tl) for l= j&1, j+1, and that
|, M(tj)&a~ j |$, , (tj)=a~ j .
By (2.3) and (2.4) Lemma 2.1 applies with :=C18 +D (+) and we get that,
for + small enough,
|
tj+1
tj&1
[ 12 |,4 M |
2+=[1&sin2(, M)]] dt
&|
tj+1
tj&1
[ 12 |,4 |
2+=[1&sin2(, )]] dt&
#
16
+. (2.15)
From (2.13), (2.14) and (2.15) we get
F(M)&F(N)&
#
8
+++ |
tj+1
tj&1
pert(QM , qM , ,M) dt
&+ |
tj+1
tj&1
pert(Q , q , , ) dt. (2.16)
To estimate the last two terms we will approximate them with the
Melnikoff function using Lemma 1.2. We choose eight times ’k , ’ k ,
k # (0, ..., 3) in the following way: if 2 j@ &1 we take
’k # (tj+k&2 , tj+k&1) : qM(’k)=z~ j+k&2+
?
2
, k=(0, ..., 3)
’ k # (tj+k&2 , tj+k&1) : q (’ k)=z~ j+k&2+
?
2
, k=(0, ..., 3).
If j=@ , we choose ’0 , ’1 , ’2 , ’ 0 , ’ 1 , ’ 2 in the same way as before, and
’3 # (t@ +1, t@ +2) : ,M(’3)=z~ @ +1+
?
2
’ 3 # (t@ +1 , t@ +2) : , (’ 3)=z~ @ +1+
?
2
.
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If j=1 we take ’0=’1=’ 0=’ 1=0 and the remaining ’i , ’ i as in the case
2 j@ &1. Since, for 2 j@ &1,
qM(tj+k&2)=z~ j+k&2<z~ j+k&2+?=z~ j+k&1=qM(tj+k&1)
the ’k exist in this case. In the same way one shows that also the ’ k exist;
the cases j=1, j=@ are analogous. We recall that part of the proof of
Lemma 1.2 consisted in proving that, on each [’k , ’k+1], q is close to a
homoclinic of the unperturbed pendulum.
By (2.16) and the fact that (QM , qM , ,M) and (Q , q , , ) coincide outside
[tj&1 , tj+1], we get
F(M)&F(N)&
#
8
+++ :
2
k=0
|
’k+1
’k
pert(QM , qM , ,M) dt
&+ :
2
k=0
|
’ k+1
’ k
pert(Q , q , , ) dt. (2.17)
We now consider three cases: 2 j@ &1, j=1 and j=@ . In the first case
we see that by (2.3) Lemma 1.2 applies and we get from (2.17)
F(M)&F(N)
&
#
4
+++ :
2
k=0
[M=(|Mj+k&2 , h
M
j+k&2 , tj+k&1 , Qj+k&1 , aj+k&1)
&M=(| j+k&2 , h j+k&2 , tj+k&1 , Q j+k&1 , a j+k&1)]. (2.18)
In the last formula
|Mj+k&2=
Qj+k&1&Qj+k&2
tj+k&1&tj+k&2
| j+k&2=
Q j+k&1&Q j+k&2
tj+k&1&tj+k&2
while hMj+k&2 is the energy of the orbit of the unperturbed pendulum con-
necting ,M(tj+k&2) with ,M(tj+k&1) in time tj+k&1&tj+k&2; h j+k&2 is the
energy of the orbit of the unperturbed pendulum connecting , (tj+k&2) with
, (tj+k&1) in time tj+k&1&tj+k&2.
If + is small enough, by (2.3) we have that |hMj+k&2&h j+k&2 | and
||Mj+k&2&| j+k&2 | are small and thus, by the continuity of M= with
respect to (|, h), we get from (2.18) that
F(M)&F(N)
 &
#
2
+++ :
2
k=0
[M=(|Mj+k&2 , h
M
j+k&2 , tj+k&1 , Qj+k&1 , aj+k&1)
&M=(|Mj+k&2 , h
M
j+k&2 , tj+k&1 , Q j+k&1 , a j+k&1)].
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Since (Q j&1, a j&1)=(Qj&1, aj&1), (Q j+1 , a j+1)=(Qj+1aj+1) and (Q j , a j)=
(Q j , a~ j), we get from the last formula that
F(M)&F(N) &
#
2
+++[M=(|Mj&1, h
M
j&1, tj , Qj , aj)
&M=(|Mj&1, h
M
j&1 , tj , Q j , a~ j)].
By (2.12) and Lemma 1.1 we get that
F(M)&F(N)
#
2
+
contradicting the fact that M is a minimum for F.
The case j=1 is analogous to the previous one, with the only difference
that the sum of (2.18) starts from k=1 and not from k=0.
We now consider the case j=@ . From (2.17) we get
F(M)&F(N)&
#
8
+++ :
1
k=0
|
’k+1
’k
pert(QM , qM , ,M) dt
&+ :
1
k=0
|
’ k+1
’ k
pert(Q , q , , ) dt
++ _|
’3
’2
pert(QM , qM , ,M) dt&|
’ 3
’ 2
pert(Q , q , , ) dt&.
To the sums we can apply Lemma 1.2, and we get
F(M)&F(N)
 &
#
4
+++ :
1
k=0
[M=(|Mj+k&2 , h
M
j+k&2 , tj+k&1 , Qj+k&1 , aj+k&1)
&M=(| j+k&2 , h j+k&2 , tj+k&1, Q j+k&1 , a j+k&1)]
++ _|
’3
’2
pert(QM , qM , ,M) dt&|
’ 3
’ 2
pert(Q , q , , ) dt& (2.19)
where |Ml , h
M
l , | l and h l have the same meaning as before. We know that
(qM(t@ ), ,M(t@ ))=(z~ @ , a@ ) and that (qM(t@ +1), ,M(t@ +1))=(a@ +1, z~ @ +1) with
|a@ +1&z~ @ &?|$ |z~ @ +1&a@ &?|$.
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We also know that
qM(’2)=z~ @ +
?
2
, ,M(’3)=z~ @ +1+
?
2
q (’ 2)=z~ @ +
?
2
, , (’ 3)=z~ @ +1+
?
2
and it is easy to see by (2.3) that, for + small enough,
}Qj+2&Qj+1tj+2&tj+1 &2 }- + , }
Qj+1&Qj
tj+1&tj
&2 }- + , |h|- +
where h is the energy of the orbit of the pendulum connecting qM(t@ +1)
with qM(t@ +2) in the time t@ +2&t@ +1. We can thus apply Lemma 1.3 and
get
_|
’3
’2
pert(QM , qM , ,M) dt&|
’ 3
’ 2
pert(Q , q , , ) dt&
M=(2, 0, t@ +1 , Q@ +1 , a@ +1)&M=(2, 0, t@ +1 , Q @ +1 , a @ +1)&
#
32
. (2.20)
From (2.19) and (2.20) we get
F(M)&F(N) &
#
2
+++ :
1
k=0
[M=(|Mj+k&2 , h
M
j+k&2 , tj+k&1 , Qj+k&1 , aj+k&1)
&M=(| j+k&2 , h j+k&2 , tj+k&1 , Q j+k&1 , a j+k&1)]
+M=(2, 0, t@ +1 , Q@ +1 , a@ +1)&M=(2, 0, t@ +1 , Q @ +1 , a @ +1).
With the same arguments as before the last formula yields:
F(M)&F(N)&
3#
4
+++[M=(|M@ &1 , h
M
@ &1 , t@ , Q@ , a@ )
&M=(|M@ &1 , h
M
@ &1 , t@ , Q @ , a~ @ )].
By Lemma 1.1 the last formula yields
F(M)&F(N)&
3#
4
++#+=
#
4
+,
contradicting the fact that M is a minimum. K
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